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Abstract
The integration procedure for multidimensional cosmological models with multi-
component perfect fluid in spaces of constant curvature is developed. Reduction of
pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like systems to the Euclidean ones is done. Some known solu-
tions are singled out from those obtained. The existence of the wormholes is proved.
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1 Introduction
We consider dynamical systems with n ≥ 2 degrees of freedom described by the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijx˙
ix˙j −
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[
n∑
i=1
bsix
i], m ≥ 2. (1)
A lot of systems in gravitation [10,11] and as well in multidimensional cosmology [12-34]
reduce to the systems with such a Lagrangian.
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that matrix (ηij) is diagonalized and ηii = ±1
for i = 1, . . . , m. Such system is an algebraic generalization of a well-known Toda lattice [1]
suggested by Bogoyavlensky [2]. We say that it is an Euclidean Toda-like system, if bilinear
form of kinetic energy is positively definite, i.e. ηij = δij . Nearly nothing is known about
Euclidean Toda-like systems with arbitrary sets of vectors b1, . . . , bm, where bs = (b
s
1, . . . , b
s
n)
for s = 1, . . . , m. But, if they form the set of admissible roots of a simple Lie algebra, then
the system is completely integrable and possesses a Lax representation. Remind, that the
set of roots α1, . . . , αm is called admissible [2], provided vectors αr − αs are not roots for all
r, s = 1, . . . , m. Each simple Lie algebra possesses the following set of admissible roots
ω1, . . . , ωn,−Ω (2)
where ω1, . . . , ωn are simple roots and Ω is maximal root [3] (usually Ω = ω1 + . . . + ωn).
Any subset of the set (1.2) is also admissible.
If the maximal root holds in the set (1.2), then generalized periodic Toda lattices arise.
The different L − A pairs for them were found by Bogoyavlensky [2]. There were also
presented the Hamiltonians of this systems connected with simple Lie algebras.
The further progress in this field was attained by a number of authors (see, for example,
[4-8] and refs. therein). In ref. [6] Adler and van Moerbeke established a criterion of
algebraic complete integrability for Euclidean Toda-like systems. (This criterion was formally
applied to multidimensional vacuum cosmology with n Einstein spaces in [30].) The explicit
integration of the equations of motion for the generalized open Toda lattices (in this case
the maximal root is thrown away) was developed by Olshanetsky and Perelomov [4] and
Kostant [5]. (See also [7].)
Here we are interested in the problem of integrability of the Toda-like systems with the
indefinite bilinear form of the kinetic energy. Let us call such systems pseudo-Euclidean
Toda-like systems. To our knowledge, this problem has not been discussed intensively in the
mathematical literature before. The reason, as it seems to us, consists in the following. If
one try to connect a pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like system by the known manner with simple
Lie algebra it reduces to an Euclidean system for the part of coordinates (see Sect. IV).
Nevertheless, integrable pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like systems and search for their solutions in
explicit form evoke a special interest, because such systems arise in cosmology. For instance,
4-dimensional vacuum homogeneous cosmological model of Bianchi IX-type is described by
the Lagrangian (1.1) with (ηij) =diag(−1,+1,+1) [2]. (In [9] it was shown, that this model
has a rather rich mathematical structure.)
So, in the present paper we study integrable pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like systems appear-
ing in multidimensional cosmology [12-34]. This direction in the modern theoretical physics
has appeared within the new paradigm based on unified theories and hypothesis of additional
space-time dimensions. According to this hypothesis the physical space-time manifold has
the topology M4 × B, where M4 is a 4-dimensional manifold, and B is a so-called internal
space (or spaces). Nonobservability of additional dimensions is attained in multidimensional
cosmology by spontaneous or dynamical compactification of internal spaces to the Planck
scale (10−33 cm.). Integrable cosmological models are of great interest, because the exact
solutions allow to study dynamical properties of the model, in particular compactification
of internal spaces, in detail.
In the Sect. II, as in [34], we consider the cosmological model where multidimensional
space-time manifold M is a direct product of the time axis R and of the n Einstein spaces
M1, . . . ,Mn. We remind, that any manifold of constant curvature is the Einstein one. It
is shown that Einstein equations for the scale factors with a source in the multicomponent
perfect fluid form correspond to the Lagrangian (1.1) with (ηij) =diag(−1,+1, . . . ,+1). We
develop the integration procedure to the case of an orthogonal set of vectors b1, . . . , bm in
Sect. III. Sect. IV is devoted to the reduction of pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like system to
the Euclidean one for a part of coordinates. This reduction allows us to obtain the class of
the exact solutions for some nonorthogonal sets of the vectors b1, . . . , bm. We present the
exact solution in the simplest case, when the reducible pseudo-Euclidean system is connected
with the Lie algebra A2. Discussion of results is presented is Sect. V. We single out some
interesting solutions, in particular, Euclidean wormholes.
We denote by n the number of Einstein spaces and by m the number of the matter
components. Indexes i and j run from 1 to n. Index s runs from 1 to m.
2 The model
We consider a cosmological model describing the evolution of n ≥ 2 Einstein spaces in the
presence of m-component perfect-fluid matter [34]. The metric of the model
g = − exp[2γ(t)]dt⊗ dt+
n∑
i=1
exp[2xi(t)]g(i), (3)
is defined on the manifold
M = R×M1 × . . .×Mn, (4)
where the manifold Mi with the metric g
(i) is an Einstein space of dimension Ni, i.e.
Rmini[g
(i)] = λig(i)mini, mi, ni = 1, . . . , Ni. (5)
The energy-momentum tensor is taken in the following form
TMN =
m∑
α=1
T
M(α)
N , (6)
(T
M(α)
N ) = diag(−ρ(α)(t), p(α)1 (t)δm1k1 , . . . , p(α)n (t)δmnkn ), (7)
with the conservation law constraints imposed:
▽M TM(β)N = 0 (8)
3
β = 1, . . . , m− 1. The Einstein equations
RMN −
1
2
δMN R = κ
2TMN (9)
(κ2 is gravitational constant) imply ▽MTMN = 0 and consequently ▽MTM(m)N = 0.
We suppose that for any α-th component of matter the pressures in all spaces are pro-
portional to the density
p
(α)
i (t) = (1− h(α)i )ρ(α)(t), (10)
where
h
(α)
i = const. (11)
The non-zero components of the Ricci-tensor for the metric (2.1) are the following
R00 = −
n∑
i=1
Ni[x¨
i − γ˙x˙i + (x˙i)2], (12)
Rmini = g
(i)
mini
[λi + exp[2xi − 2γ](x¨i + x˙i(
n∑
i=1
Nix˙
i − γ˙))], (13)
i = 1, . . . , n.
We put
γ = γ0 ≡
n∑
i=1
Nix
i (14)
in (1.1) (the harmonic time is used).
The conservation law constraint (2.6) for α = 1, . . . , m reads
ρ˙(α) +
n∑
i=1
Nix˙
i(ρ(α) + p
(α)
i ) = 0. (15)
We impose the conditions of state in the form (2.8), (2.9). Then eq. (2.13) gives
ρ(α)(t) = A(α) exp[−2γ0 +
n∑
i=1
u
(α)
i x
i]. (16)
where A(α) =const and
u
(α)
i = Nih
(α)
i . (17)
The Einstein eqs. (2.7) may be written in the following manner
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
Gij x˙
ix˙j + V = 0, (18)
λi + x¨i exp[2xi − 2γ0] = −κ2
m∑
α=1
ui(α)A
(α) exp[2xi − 2γ0 +
n∑
j=1
u
(α)
j x
j ]. (19)
Here
Gij = Niδij −NiNj (20)
4
are the components of the minisuperspace metric,
V = −1
2
n∑
i=1
λiNi exp[−2xi + 2γ0] + κ2
m∑
α=1
A(α) exp[
n∑
i=1
u
(α)
i x
i]. (21)
We denote
ui(α) =
n∑
j=1
Giju
(α)
j , (22)
where
Gij =
δij
Ni
+
1
2−D (23)
are the components of the matrix inverse to the one (Gij) [24].
It is not difficult to verify that eqs. (2.17) are equivalent to the Lagrange-Euler eqs. for
the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
Gij x˙
ix˙j − V. (24)
Eq. (2.16) is the zero-energy constraint.
We note, that in the framework of our model the curvature induced terms in the potential
(2.19) may be considered as additional components of the perfect fluid. The introduction
of the cosmological constant Λ into the model is equivalent also to the addition of a new
component with ui = 2Ni and κ
2A = Λ.
Finally, we present the potential (2.19) modified by introduction of Λ-term in the follow-
ing form
V =
n∑
k=1
(−1
2
λkNk) exp[
n∑
i,j=1
Gijv
i
(k)x
j] +
m∑
α=1
κ2A(α) exp[
n∑
i,j=1
Giju
i
(α)x
j ] + Λ exp[
n∑
i,j=1
Giju
ixj ], (25)
where we denote:
vi(k) =
n∑
j=1
Gijv
(k)
j = −2
δik
Nk
, v
(k)
j ≡ 2(Nj − δkj ), (26)
ui =
n∑
j=1
Gijuj. (27)
Let < ., . > be a symmetrical bilinear form defined on n-dimensional real vector space
Rn with the components Gij =< ei, ej > in the canonical basis e1, . . . en. (e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
etc.) It was shown [22,24], that the bilinear form < ., . > is pseudo-Euclidean one with the
signature (−,+, ...,+). Then the Lagrangian (2.22) may be written as:
L =
1
2
< x˙, x˙ > −
m∑
α=1
a(α) exp[< bα, x >]. (28)
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(x = x1e1 + . . .+ x
nen, x ∈ Rn). Here we denoted by m the total number of components,
including curvature, perfect fluid and the cosmological term. We note, that for m = 1
the Lagrangian system (2.26) is always integrable. The exact solutions were obtained in
[34]. (Some special cases were considered in [31,33].) In the present paper we consider
multicomponent case: m ≥ 2.
We say that a vector y ∈ Rn is called time-like, space-like or isotropic, if < y, y > has
negative, positive or null values correspondingly. Vectors y and z are called orthogonal if
< y, z >= 0.
3 Exact solutions for orthogonal sets of vectors
Let vectors b1, . . . , bm satisfy the conditions: 1. They are linear independent; 2. < bα, bβ >=
0 for all α 6= β, i.e. the set of vectors is orthogonal.
Then m ≤ n. It is not difficult to prove
Proposition 1. The set of vectors b1, . . . , bn may contain at most one isotropic vector.
Proposition 2. The set of vectors b1, . . . , bn may contain at most one time-like vector and,
if it holds the other vectors must be space-like.
Remark 1. The additional term a(0) exp[< b0, x >] with zero-vector b0 = 0 does not
change the equations of motion, but changes the energy constraint (2.16)
1
2
< x˙, x˙ > +
m∑
α=1
a(α) exp[< bα, x >] + a
(0) = 0. (29)
It corresponds to the perfect fluid with h
(0)
i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n. Such a perfect fluid
is called the stiff or Zeldovich matter [35]. It may be considered also as minimally coupled
real scalar field [36]. We take into account this additional component by modification of the
energy constraint
1
2
< x˙, x˙ > +
m∑
α=1
a(α) exp[< bα, x >] = E0. (30)
These propositions allow to split the class of exact solutions under consideration into
following subclasses:
A. There are one time-like vector and at most (n− 1) space-like vectors.
B. There are at most (n− 1) space-like vectors.
C. There are one isotropic vector and at most (n − 2) space-like vectors (this subclass
arises for n ≥ 3).
To integrate eqs. of motion in all subclasses we consider an orthonormal basis e′1, . . . , e
′
n.
These vectors are such that
< e′i, e
′
j >= ηij , (31)
where we denote by ηij the components of the matrix
(ηij) = diag(−1,+1, . . . ,+1). (32)
Let us define coordinates of the vectors in this basis by
x = X1e′1 + . . .+X
ne′n. (33)
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For these new coordinates we have
X i = ηii < e
′
i, x >, x
i =
n∑
k=1
tikX
k, (34)
where we denoted by tik the components of a non-degenerate matrix defined by
e′k =
n∑
i=1
tikei. (35)
Components tik satisfy the relations:
n∑
k,l=1
Gklt
k
i t
l
j = ηij . (36)
Let us try to find exact solutions for subclasses A, B and C.
A. Let b1 be a time-like vector. Then < br, br >> 0 for r = 2, . . . , m (in this case m ≤ n).
We choose the orthonormal basis e′1, . . . , e
′
n as
e′s = bs/| < bs, bs > |1/2, s = 1, . . . , m. (37)
Then we have:
< bs, x >= ηss| < bs, bs > |1/2Xs. (38)
The Lagrangian (2.26) and the energy constraint (3.2) for the coordinates X1, . . . , Xn have
the form
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j −
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[ηss| < bs, bs > |1/2Xs], (39)
E0 =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j +
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[ηss| < bs, bs > |1/2Xs]. (40)
Lagrangian (3.11) leads to the set of eqs.
X¨s = −| < bs, bs > |1/2a(s) exp[ηss| < bs, bs > |1/2Xs], (41)
X¨m+1 = . . . = X¨n = 0, (42)
which is easily integrable. We get
Xs = −ηss| < bs, bs > |−1/2 ln[F 2s (t− t0s)], (43)
Xm+1 = pm+1t + qm+1, . . . , Xn = pnt+ qn, (44)
where we denoted
Fs(t− t0s) =
√
|a(s)/Es| cosh[
√
|Es < bs, bs > |/2(t− t0s)], if ηssas > 0, ηssEs > 0,
=
√
|a(s)/Es| sin[
√
|Es < bs, bs > |/2(t− t0s)], if ηssas < 0, ηssEs < 0,
=
√
|a(s)/Es| sinh[
√
|Es < bs, bs > |/2(t− t0s)], if ηssas < 0, ηssEs > 0,
=
√
| < bs, bs > a(s)|/2(t− t0s), if ηssas < 0, Es = 0. (45)
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By t0s, E0s (s = 1, . . . , m), p
m+1, . . . , pn, qm+1, . . . , qn we denoted the integration constants.
Some of them are not arbitrary and connected by the relation
E1 + . . .+ Em +
1
2
(pm+1)2 + . . .+
1
2
(pn)2 = E0. (46)
We have for components tik
tis = b
i
s/| < bs, bs > |1/2. (47)
It is convenient to present the exact solution in a Kasner-like form. Kasner-like parame-
ters are defined by
αi = tim+1p
m+1 + . . .+ tinp
n, (48)
βi = tim+1q
m+1 + . . .+ tinq
n. (49)
Then for the scale factors of the spaces Mi (see (3.6)) we get
exp[xi] =
m∏
s=1
[F 2s (t− t0s)]−b
i
s/<bs,bs> exp[αit + βi]. (50)
Vectors α, β ∈ Rn, are defined by
α = α1e1 + . . .+ α
nen, β = β
1e1 + . . .+ β
nen (51)
satisfy the relations
< α, α >= 2(E0 − E1 − . . .−Em) ≥ 0, (52)
< α, bs >=< β, bs >= 0, s = 1, . . . , m. (53)
We remind that < α, β >=
∑n
i,j=1Gijα
iβj.
Remark 2. If m = n then α = β = 0.
Remark 3. The set of constants E0, Es, t0s, α
i and βi is the final set. Only 2n constants
from them are independent.
Remark 4. The subclass of the solutions may be easily enlarged. It is clear, that the
addition of new component inducing a vector collinear to one of b1, . . . , bm leads to the
integrable by quadrature model. Let us take into account the following additional terms in
the Lagrangian (2.26)
−
m(σ)∑
α=1
a(σα) exp[b(σα) < bσ, x >], (54)
where b(σα) =const 6= 0 for α = 1, . . . , m(σ), 1 ≤ σ ≤ m. It is not difficult to show, that
the modification of the exact solution (3.22) only consists in the replacement of the function
Fσ(t− t0σ) by one F (t− t0σ), satisfying the quadrature
∫
dF/
√√√√√EσF 2 − a(σ) −
m(σ)∑
α=1
a(σα)F 2(1−b(σα)) =< bσ, bσ > (t− t0σ). (55)
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The additional components with other numbers σ may be taken into account by the same
manner.
B. We have the set of m space-like vectors b1, . . . , bm (m ≤ n − 1) and the orthonormal
basis defined by
e′s+1 = bs/
√
< bs, bs >, s = 1, . . . , m. (56)
The Lagrangian (2.26) and the energy constraint (3.2) in terms of X-coordinates have the
form
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j −
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[
√
< bs, bs >X
s+1], (57)
E0 =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j +
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[
√
< bs, bs >X
s+1]. (58)
The corresponding eqs. of motion
X¨1 = X¨m+2 = . . . = X¨n = 0, (59)
X¨s+1 = −
√
< bs, bs >a
(s) exp[
√
< bs, bs >X
s+1] (60)
lead to the solution
X1 = p1t+ q1, (61)
Xs+1 =
−1√
< bs, bs >
ln[F 2s (t− t0s)], (62)
Xm+2 = pm+2t + qm+2, . . . , Xn = pnt+ qn, (63)
where functions Fs(t−t0s) are defined by (3.17) (in this case all ηss = 1). Some of integration
constants in (3.33)-(3.35) satisfy the relation
E1 + . . .+ Em − 1
2
(p1)2 +
1
2
(pm+2)2 + . . .+
1
2
(pn)2 = E0. (64)
To present the scale factors in a Kasner-like form we define the parameters:
αi = ti1p
1 + tim+2p
m+2 + . . .+ tinp
n, (65)
βi = ti1q
1 + tim+1q
m+2 + . . .+ tinq
n. (66)
Then from (3.6) we obtain the same formula:
exp[xi] =
m∏
s=1
[F 2s (t− t0s)]−b
i
s/<bs,bs> exp[αit + βi]. (67)
The relations (3.8) lead to the following constraints for the Kasner-like parameters αi and
βi :
< α, α >= 2(E0 − E1 − . . .−Em), (68)
< α, bs >=< β, bs >= 0, s = 1, . . . , m. (69)
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Remark 5. If m = n − 1, then either < α, α >< 0 or α = 0; and β has the same
properties.
Remark 6. We may also consider the enlargement of this subclass by the manner described
in Remark 4. If we add to the Lagrangian (2.26) the terms (3.26) for the some σ ≤ m, we
should replace the function Fσ(t − t0σ) in eq. (3.39) by the function F (t − t0σ), satisfying
(3.27).
C. Let b1 be an isotropic vector. Then < br, br >> 0 for r = 2, . . . , m (in this case
m ≤ n− 1). We choose the orthonormal basis e′1, . . . , e′n by
e′r = br/
√
< br, br >, b1 = e
′
1 + e
′
m+1. (70)
Then we get
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j − a(1) exp[−X1 +Xm+1]−
m∑
r=2
a(r)exp[
√
< br, br >X
r], (71)
E0 =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j + a(1) exp[−X1 +Xm+1] +
m∑
r=2
a(r) exp[
√
< br, br >X
r], (72)
The corresponding eqs. of motion have the form
X¨1 = −a(1) exp[−X1 +Xm+1], (73)
X¨m+1 = −a(1) exp[−X1 +Xm+1], (74)
X¨r = −
√
< br, br >a
(r) exp[
√
< br, br >X
r], (75)
X¨m+2 = . . . = X¨n = 0. (76)
To integrate (3.45), (3.46) it is useful to consider the eqs. of motion for X+ = X1 +Xm+1
and X− = −X1 +Xm+1. Then we get the solution
X1 =
1
2
(p+ − p−)t+ 1
2
(q+ − q−)− 2 ln[f(t)], (77)
Xm+1 =
1
2
(p+ + p−)t +
1
2
(q+ + q−)− 2 ln[f(t)], (78)
Xr =
−1√
< br, br >
ln[F 2r (t− t0r)], (79)
Xm+2 = pm+2t + qm+2, . . . , Xn = pnt+ qn, (80)
Here by f(t) we denoted the function
f(t) = exp[
a(1)
2(p−)2
exp[p−t+ q−]], p− 6= 0, (81)
= exp[
a(1)
4
exp[q−]t2], p− = 0. (82)
The integration constants satisfy the relations
1
2
p+p− + E2 + . . .+ Em +
1
2
(pm+2)2 + . . .+
1
2
(pn)2 = E0, p
− 6= 0, (83)
a(1) exp[q−] + E2 + . . .+ Em +
1
2
(pm+2)2 + . . .+
1
2
(pn)2 = E0, p
− = 0. (84)
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The Kasner-like parameters are defined by
αi =
1
2
ti1(p
+ − p−) + 1
2
tim+1(p
+ + p−) + tim+2p
m+2 + . . .+ tinp
n, (85)
βi =
1
2
ti1(q
+ − q−) + 1
2
tim+1(q
+ + q−) + tim+2q
m+2 + . . .+ tinq
n. (86)
Then from (3.6) we obtain the scale factors in a Kasner-like form:
exp[xi] = [f(t)]−b
i
1
m∏
r=2
[F 2r (t− t0r)]−b
i
r/<br ,br> exp[αit+ βi]. (87)
The Kasner-like parameters satisfy
< α, α > = 2(E0 − E2 − . . .−Em), < α, b1 > 6= 0 (88)
= (E0 − a(1) exp[< β, b1 >]−E2 − . . .− Em), < α, b1 >= 0, (89)
< α, br >=< β, br >= 0, r = 2, . . . , m. (90)
Remark 7. For the parameters p− and q− we get:
p− =< α, b1 >, q
− =< β, b1 > . (91)
Remark 8. If m = n−1 and < α, b1 >= 0, then < α, α >= 0, i.e. α = p+b1. If m < n−1
and < α, b1 >= 0, then < α, α >≥ 0.
Remark 9. Let us consider the enlargement of this subclass by the addition of the terms
(3.26) to the Lagrangian. The modification of the exact solution (3.59) for each σ = 2, . . . , m
is described in the Remark 6. Let us take into account the additional components, induced
by isotropic vectors collinear to b1 . It is not difficult to show that in this case (for σ = 1)
the additional terms (3.26) leads to the following modification of the function f(t)
f(t) = exp{ a
(1)
2(p−)2
exp[p−t+ q−] +
m(1)∑
α=1
a(1α)
2b(1α)(p−)2
exp[b(1α)(p
−t + q−)]}, p− 6= 0,
= exp{(a(1) exp[q−] +
m(1)∑
α=1
a(1α) exp[b(1α)q
−])
t2
4
}, p− = 0. (92)
In (3.56) and (3.61) the additional terms appear
m(1)∑
α=1
a(1α) exp[b(1α)q
−]. (93)
These are all modifications in this case.
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4 Reduction of pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like system to
Euclidean one
Now we consider the case, when the set of vectors b1, . . . , bm is not orthogonal. It is easily
shown that eqs. of motion of our system with the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
< x˙, x˙ > −
m∑
α=1
a(α) exp[< bα, x >]. (94)
for the new variables
p = x˙ ∈ Rn, (95)
lα = a
(α) exp[< bα, x >] (96)
have the following form
p˙ = −
m∑
α=1
lαbα, (97)
l˙α = lα < bα, p > . (98)
Note that this representation is valid for non-degenerate bilinear form < ., . > with arbitrary
signature.
Let us consider a simple complex Lie algebra G. Let H be a Cartan subalgebra, and
hi, eωγ be a Weyl-Cartan basis in G [3]. We denote by h1, . . . , hn some basis in H and by
ω1, . . . , ωN the set of roots (ωγ ∈ H, γ = 1, . . . , N). If the roots ω1, . . . , ωm are admissible,
then we have [2]
[h, eωα ] = (ωα, h)eωα, h ∈ H (99)
[eωα , e−ωβ ] = δαβωα, α, β = 1, . . . , m, (100)
where we denote by (., .) the Killing-Cartan form. Let us define in the algebra G the vectors
(L− A pair) [2]
L(t) =
m∑
α=1
fα(t)e−ωα + C
n∑
i=1
hi(t)hi + C
2
m∑
α=1
eωα , (101)
A(t) = − 1
C
m∑
α=1
fα(t)e−ωα, (102)
where C is arbitrary constant. Using (4.6-4.7), it can be easily checked that eq.
L˙(t) = [L(t), A(t)] (103)
is equivalent to the following set of eqs. for the variables fα(t), h
i(t)
h˙ = −
m∑
α=1
fαωα, (104)
f˙α = fα(ωα, h), (105)
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where we denoted h = h1(t)h1 + . . .+ h
n(t)hn, h ∈ H .
Consider the real linear subspace of dimension n H ′ ∈ H such that the Killing-Cartan
form (., .) on H ′ is a real non-degenerate bilinear form with the signature (−,+, . . . ,+),
i.e. < ., . >. It is evident, that the sets of eqs. (4.4-4.5) and (4.11-4.12) are identical, if
h, ω1, . . . , ωm ∈ H ′. Thus, if the set of vectors b1, . . . , bm ∈ Rn equipped with the bilinear
form < ., . > may be identified with a set of admissible roots ω1 . . . , ωm ∈ H ′, then pseudo-
Euclidean Toda-like system with the Lagrangian (4.1) possesses the Lax representation. If
such identification is possible, then the system is called to be connected with the simple
complex Lie algebra.
Proposition 3. Let a pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like system is connected with a simple
complex Lie algebra. Then it is reducible to an Euclidean Toda-like system for a part of
coordinates.
Proof. We get in an arbitrary orthonormal basis e′1, . . . , e
′
n
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j −
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[
n∑
i=1
BsiX
i], (106)
where we denoted
Bsi =
n∑
j=1
ηijB
j
s . (107)
We remind, that bs = B
1
se
′
1 + . . .+B
n
s e
′
n.
It is known [3] that the Killing-Cartan form defined on the real linear span of roots of a
simple (or semi-simple) complex Lie algebra is positively definite. But we have the indefinite
bilinear form < ., . >. Then the first components of the vectors b1, . . . , bm must be zero
in a suitably chosen orthonormal basis, i.e. Bs1 = 0 for s = 1, . . . , m. Then, in this basis
Lagrangian (4.1) has the form
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j −
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[
m∑
k=2
BskX
k]. (108)
Coordinate X1 satisfies the eq.: X¨1 = 0 . Eqs. of motion for X2, . . . , Xn are followed from
the Euclidean Toda-like Lagrangian
LE =
1
2
n∑
k,l=2
δklX˙
kX˙ l −
m∑
s=1
a(s) exp[
m∑
k=2
BskX
k]. (109)
Thus, we obtained the reduction of a pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like system to the Euclidean
one.
Integrating the eqs. of an Euclidean Toda-like system by known methods [4,5,7], we
obtain the class of exact solutions for some nonorthogonal set of vectors b1, . . . , bm. Here
we consider this procedure for the simplest 2-component case (n ≥ 3), when Toda lattice is
connected with Lie algebra A2.
Suppose, that the vectors b1 and b2, inducing by two components in the Lagrangian
L =
1
2
< x˙, x˙ > −a(1) exp[< b1, x >]− a(2) exp[< b2, x >], (110)
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satisfy the following conditions
< b1, b2 >= −1
2
< b1, b1 >= −1
2
< b2, b2 >< 0. (111)
Then, we have two space-like vectors with the same lengths. The angle between them is
equal to 120◦. We denote √
< b1, b1 > =
√
< b2, b2 > = b. (112)
Let us define the orthonormal basis e′1, . . . , e
′
n in R
n by
b1 = be
′
2, (113)
b2 = b(−1
2
e′2 +
√
3
2
e′3). (114)
In this basis the Lagrangian (4.17) and corresponding energy constraint have the form
L =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j − a(1) exp[bX2]− a(2) exp[b(−1
2
X2 +
√
3
2
X3)], (115)
E0 =
1
2
n∑
i,j=1
ηijX˙
iX˙j + a(1) exp[bX2] + a(2) exp[b(−1
2
X2 +
√
3
2
X3)] (116)
For the coordinates X1, X4, . . . , Xn we get the following eqs. of motion:
X¨1 = X¨4 = . . . = X¨n. (117)
Therefore
X1 = p1t+ q1, X4 = p4t+ q4, . . . , Xn = pnt+ qn, (118)
where p1, p4, . . . , pn, q1, q4, . . . , qn are arbitrary integration constants. The eqs. of motion for
the coordinates X2 and X3 follow from the Lagrangian
LE =
1
2
((X˙2)2 + (X˙3)2)− a(1) exp[bX2]− a(2) exp[b(−1
2
X2 +
√
3
2
X3)]. (119)
Let us introduce new coordinates y1 and y2 as
y1 =
b
2
√
2
X2, y2 =
b
2
√
2
X3. (120)
We obtain the Lagrangian of the open Toda lattice connected with the Lie algebra A2 =
SL(3, C)
LT =
1
2
((y˙1)2 + (y˙2)2)− ǫg21 exp[2
√
2y1]− ǫg22 exp[−
√
2y1 +
√
6y2], (121)
where we denoted
b2a(1)/8 = ǫg21, b
2a(2)/8 = ǫg22, (122)
ǫ = sgn[a(1)] = sgn[a(2)] = ±1. (123)
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To study the open Toda lattice it is useful to add the additional coordinate y3:
LT =
1
2
((y˙1)2 + (y˙2)2 + (y˙3)2)− ǫg21 exp[2
√
2y1]− ǫg22 exp[−
√
2y1 +
√
6y2], (124)
After the orthogonal linear transformation
q1 =
1√
6
(
√
3y1 + y2 +
√
2y3),
q2 =
1√
6
(−
√
3y1 + y2 +
√
2y3), (125)
q3 = −2y2 +
√
2y3 (126)
the Lagrangian (4.31) take the well-known form [1,4-8]
LT =
1
2
(q˙21 + q˙
2
2 + q˙
2
3)− ǫg21 exp[2(q1 − q2)]− ǫg22 exp[2(q2 − q3)]. (127)
In this representation the additional degree of freedom corresponds to the free motion of the
center of mass (q¨1+ q¨2+ q¨3 = 0). The integrating of the eqs. of motion for this system leads
to the result [4,5,7]
g21 exp[2(q1 − q2)] =
F+
F 2−
, g22 exp[2(q2 − q3)] =
F−
F 2+
, (128)
where
F± =
4
9A1A2(A1 + A2)
{A1 exp[±(A1 + 2A2)t± B1] + (129)
ǫ(A1 + A2) exp[±(A1 − A2)t∓ (B1 −B2)] + A2 exp[∓(2A1 + A2)t∓ B2]}.
The integration constants B1, B2 are arbitrary and A1, A2 satisfy the condition: A1A2 > 0.
For the energy of the system with Lagrangian (4.24) we have
1
2
(q˙21 + q˙
2
2 + q˙
2
3) + ǫg
2
1 exp[2(q1 − q2)] + ǫg22 exp[2(q2 − q3)] =
3
4
(A21 + A1A2 + A
2
2). (130)
Doing the inverse linear transformation
y1 =
1√
2
[q1 − q2],
y2 =
1√
6
([q1 − q2] + 2[q2 − q3]), (131)
y3 =
1√
3
(q1 + q2 + q3),
for the system with Lagrangian (4.22) we get the solution
X2 =
1
b
ln[
8
b2|a(1)|
F+
F 2−
], (132)
X3 =
√
3
b
ln[
8
b2(|a(1)|(a(2))2)1/3
1
F+
], (133)
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and the following energy constraint
E0 = −1
2
(p1)2 +
1
2
(p4)2 + . . .+
1
2
(pn)2 +
6
b2
(A21 + A1A2 + A
2
2). (134)
To present the scale factors in the Kasner-like form let us introduce the Kasner-like
parameters
αi = ti1p
1 + ti4p
4 + . . .+ tinp
n, (135)
βi = ti1q
1 + ti4q
4 + . . .+ tinq
n, (136)
where components tik are determined by (3.7). In this case they satisfy the relations
ti2 =
1
b
bi1, t
i
3 =
2√
3
(
1
b
bi2 +
1
2b
bi1). (137)
From (3.6) we obtain the coordinates xi and finally present the exact solution in the form
exp[xi] = [F˜ 2
−
]−b
i
1/<b1,b1>[F˜ 2+]
−bi2/<b2,b2> exp[αit+ βi], (138)
where
F˜− =
1
8
b2{(a(1))2|a(2)|} 13F−, (139)
F˜+ =
1
8
b2{(a(2))2|a(1)|} 13F+. (140)
The vectors α and β defined by (3.23) satisfy the relations
< α, α >= 2(E0 − 6
b2
(A21 + A1A2 + A
2
2)), (141)
< α, br >=< β, br >= 0, r = 1, 2. (142)
Remark 10. If n = 3, then < α, α >≤ 0 and < β, β >≤ 0.
5 Discussion
Let us consider some cosmological models corresponding to the introduced in the Sect. III
integrable subclasses of pseudo-Euclidean Toda-like systems. For this purpose in Table I we
present values of the bilinear form < ., . > (see Sect. II) for the vectors
vi ≡ v1(i)e1 + . . .+ vn(i)en, vj(i) = −2
δji
Ni
, (143)
uα ≡ u1(α)e1 + . . .+ un(α)en, ujα = h(α)j +
1
2−D
n∑
i=1
Nih
(α)
i , (144)
u ≡ u1e1 + . . .+ unen, uj = 2
2−D, (145)
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induced by curvature, perfect fluid and Λ-term correspondingly.
Within the subclass A we are able to construct the model with one Einstein space of
non-zero curvature. Let (n − 1) Einstein spaces are Ricci-flat and one, for instance M1 ,
have a non-zero Ricci tensor. Then we put b1 ≡ v1. To get the orthogonality with b1 for at
most (n− 1) available components of the perfect fluid (b(α+1) ≡ u(α) for α ≤ n− 1) we put:
h
(α)
1 = 0 (see Table I). Then, these components appeared to be in the manifold M1 in the
Zeldovich matter form (see Remark 1). The model of such a type were integrated in [32]. In
the same way the model with all Ricci-flat spaces and Λ-term arises . In this case we put
b1 = u. The condition of the orthogonality reads:
∑n
i=1 h
(α)
i Ni = 0 for all α ≤ n − 1. Then
we get the negative values for the some h
(α)
i . It means that for such perfect fluids p > ρ in
some spaces (see (2.8)).
The vectors vi and u induced by curvature and Λ-term correspondingly are time-like,
therefore subclasses B and C correspond to the Ricci-flat models without Λ-term for some
multicomponent perfect fluid source. These vectors can not be roots of any simple complex
Lie algebra. Therefore, the models with more than one non-zero curvature space and the
models with curvature and Λ-term are not trivially reducible to the Euclidean Toda lattices.
Some possibilities of integration of these models were studied in [27,29].
In conclusion we discuss the existence of the Euclidean wormholes [37-40] within the class
of the obtained exact solutions. We consider the simple model within subclass A with the
manifold R ×M1 ×M2, when M1 has a nonzero Ricci tensor with λ1 > 0 (see 2.3) and M2
is Ricci-flat. The integrable model arises in the presence of the perfect fluid in the Zeldovich
matter form for the space M1. It means h1 = 0 and the other parameter in the equation of
state for M2 (see 2.8)) may be arbitrary positive constant h. If we demand the positiveness
of the mass-energy density for the perfect fluid (A > 0), then from (3.22) we get for the
scales factors of the M1 and M2
exp[x1] = {F 21 (t− t01)}−
1
2(N1−1) {F 22 (t− t02)}
1
h(N1−1) , (146)
exp[x2] = {F 22 (t− t02)}−
1
hN2 , (147)
where
F1(t− t01) =
√
1
2
λ1N1/|E1| cosh[
√
2|E1|(N1 − 1)/N1(t− t01)], (148)
F2(t− t01) =
√
κ2A/E2 cosh[h
√
1
2
(N1 − 1)N2|E2/(N1 +N2 − 1)(t− t02)]. (149)
In this case E1 < 0 and E2 > 0. The energy constraint (3.24) leads to the condition:
−E1 = E2 ≡ E.
We may suppose that M1 is 3-dimensional sphere S
3 and M2 is d-dimensional torus T
d.
Then formulas (5.4-5.7) present the multidimensional generalization of closed Friedmann
model. This model may be relevant in the theory of the Early Universe, because the Zeldovich
matter equation of state: p = ρ is valid on the earlier stage of its evolution [35].
To prove the existence of the Euclidean wormholes we use the transformation t → it .
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Then for the case t01 = t02 = 0 we obtain
exp[x1] = {κ
2A
E
cos2[
√
Ed
d+ 2
ht]}1/(2h){3λ1
2E
cos2[
√
4E
3
t]}−1/4, (150)
exp[x2] = {κ
2A
E
cos2[
√
Ed
d+ 2
ht]}−1/(hd). (151)
It is easy to see that when d
d+2
h2 > 4
3
one has wormhole with respect to the internal space
T d. The case d
d+2
h2 < 4
3
corresponds to the wormhole for the external space S3. Note,
that for h = 2 and d = 1 the wormhole for the internal space is accompanied by the static
external space. It is not difficult to show that wormhole with respect to the whole space
for this model arises in the presence of the additional component in the form of minimally
coupled scalar field.
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vj uβ u
vi 4(
δij
Ni
− 1) −2h(β)i −4
uα −2h(α)j
∑n
i=1 h
(α)
i h
(β)
i Ni+
2
2−D
∑n
i=1 h
(α)
i Ni
1
2−D
[
∑n
i=1 h
(α)
i Ni][
∑n
j=1 h
(β)
j Nj ]
u −4 2
2−D
∑n
i=1 h
(β)
i Ni −4D−1D−2
TABLE I
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